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γ-interferon is an inflammatory messenger that causes the 
induration seen in a positive PPD and is measured by the 
QFT-Gold Plus test



Up till now, PPD and γ-interferon tests did not
differentiate between latent and active TB- this 
has been solely a clinical evaluation





Up till now, only CD4 cells (Helper cells) were tested by γ-
interferon tests. The new QTF Gold Plus test now  looks at not only 
CD4, but also CD8 response after TB antigen exposure.

 CD4 (Helper) cells– if they recognize TB antigens- will secrete γ interferon. 
This response does not tell us anything about disease activity- just a Yes or 
No answer. A positive response still  needs a clinical evaluation to 
determine infection versus active disease.

 The new Quantiferon Gold Plus test for the first time also tests  CD8 cell 
response to TB antigens – these killer cells  only get activated and secrete γ
interferon in the presence of recent infection or active disease. Unlike the 
persistent positive CD4 cell response, if the infection is old and not active-
CD8 cells  shut off and do not secrete γ interferon.







Summary- how to interpret
the QFT-Plus test 

 The Nil control – baseline γ- interferon level- should be low, immune system not 
activated. Must be <8 to make test interpretable, usually near 0.

 Mitogen control- stimulates all CD4 cells to produce γ- interferon. Are they 
heathy enough to react, and was the test set up properly? Or are the cells either 
deteriorated  or is the  immune system so compromised there is no immune 
response?  Need Mitogen-Nil value >0.5 to allow for proper test interpretation 

 TB1 Antigen- exposes CD4 (helper cells) to 2 proteins only found in TB and sees 
if immune system recognizes them and secretes γ- interferon. Similar to “TB test 
tube” result in prior Quantiferon Gold test (3rd generation test) . TB1-Nil >0.35 is 
interpreted as  positive 

 TB2 Antigen- now exposes not only CD4 cells but also CD8 (Killer cells) to  
proteins only found in TB. So we now not only see the CD4 cell response, but it 
also throws in CD8 response. CD8 response is usually only significant when recent 
exposure to TB or with active disease, and declines with treatment. TB2- Nil > 0.35 
is interpreted as positive. However, the greater the TB2- TB1 difference, reflecting 
CD8 activity  (particularly if >0.6 iu)- the more likely new infection or active 
disease may be present. 



The QFT-plus test is interpreted  as “positive” even if only 
one of the two TB tubes are > 0.35 iu. This increases 
sensitivity but in low risk patients this may be a false positive 



















Interpretation?  



HCW with a false positive QFT-plus on routine yearly testing
Previously neg. QFT-Gold and repeat QFT- Plus was also 
negative



Any concerns?



Is this LabCorp interpretation correct?



Is this Renown lab interpretation correct?



Why factors may cause an equivocal result?



Highlights of the New QFT- Plus Test

 This new test allows blood to be drawn in only one tube, and the test doesn’t 
have to be rushed to lab same day

 CD4 cells recognize TB, whether or not disease is active or old 
 The TB1 tube tests CD4 activity only- a positive result tells you the patient has 

been exposed to Tuberculosis- but tells you nothing about Latent vs Active 
infection

 CD8 cells are immune cells that are only active in new or active infections, and 
turn off in old or inactive infection (latent TB)

 In Tube 2, CD4 cells are now tested with CD8 cells- giving you some idea if this TB  
infection is actually recent or active. The greater the difference between TB2 
and TB1 (reflecting activated CD8 cells), the more likely this is possible.

 Be careful – look at control values (nil and mitogen) first to be sure test is 
interpretable , then look at TB1 and TB2 tubes

 Low risk patients- if only one of the 2 TB tubes are positive- worth repeating test as 
likely a false positive result. Maybe these patients shouldn’t be tested in first place



Some of these slides are taken from this excellent 
presentation available on line
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